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The text of this article was elaborated upon by Antoni Wala.

Pik Kommunizma (7482 m) is the highest peak in the Soviet Union. As a result
of partly preserved old relief, it is surrounded on the Nand E at a height of
6000-6500 m by immense terraces and cirques; only to the sw from the side

1 A mountain of Himalayan proportions, with a network of routes reminiscent of the
Alps. ED.
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of the 8elaje,'a glacier does it descend sheer as a rock wall (see the map), The
rejuvenated relief (reveal d in precipitous, nearly 2000 m-high walls sur
rounding the maS'if along the terraces) makes thi one of the 7000 m-peaks
most difficult of acces , lts special position among the highest summits of the

oviet 'nion has made it a subject of special interest for the oviet reeord
seeking mountaineer. The training preparations of the team, the tactics of the
mountaineering they used, their excellent knowledge of the region and co
operation of helicopters (drops of pro i ions e,'en on the Pamir koje Firnovoje
Plato) made possible such ad anced mountain exploration, as is illustrated
by the drawings of the massif with marked routes:

From the 10 alld ::-110

A along the 10 ridge; route of E. \1. balako, leader 0J, Gorbunov, 58,
summit on 3 September 1933

B along the 10 ridge; route of the krainian partak, leader A, ,Kustov kij,
5B, five days, summit on 22 ugust 1967

C via the Budanov buttress (the central buttress) to the 10 ridge; route of the
Leningrad Spartak, leader P, Budanov, 6B in August 1968

D along the NE rib to the 10 ridge; route of the Uzbeks, 6B, in August 1970

From the E

E from the Bivacnyj glacier acros the ice-falls of the Rossiji glacier and
plateau near the Pik Pravdy; route of the \10 kow Burevestnik, leader
E, Tamm, 58 + I, summit on 13 ugust 1961
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From the S

F from the 8elajeva glacier across the plateau near Pik Pravdy; route of the
Georgians, leader 0, Gigineiszvili, 58, ummit on 21 August 1955

G from the Bclajeva glacier across Pik Kujbyseva, Pamirskoje Firnovoje
Plato and the \\' arm; route of the :\loskow Bure"estnik, leader K, KUimin,
SB, summit on 1 eptember 1957

H along the left edge of w wall; route of the :\10 kow Burevestnik, leader
K. Kuimin, SB, ummit on 29 August 1959

I along the w wall; route of the :\loskow Burevestnik, leader E, :\Iyslov kij,
6B, nine day, summit on 1 August 196

K along the sw wall; route of Trud Association, leader \Y, Oniscenko
6B, fifteen days, summit on IS Augu t 1970

From the w

L from the Fortambek glacier along NW Burevestnik buttre's and by the
Pamirskoje Firnovoje Plato to Point 6950 on the w ridge; route of the
Mo kow Burevestnik (three groups), leaders V, Bo~ukov, V, Galkin and
W, iVIaksimov (no data available, minimum 58), August 1968
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M from the Fortambek glacier along the left edge of the wall to the
Pamirskoje Firnovoje Plato then to Point 6950 on the w ridge; route of
the Tadzhiks (of Dusanbe), (minimum 6A), 1 August 1971

From the N

N from the Valtera glacier across Pamirskoje Firnovoje Plato on to Point
6950 on the w ridge; route of the Moskow Burevestnik, leader J. Borodkin,
(no data available, minimum 5B), summit on 17 August 1968

o from the Valtera glacier along right rib of the N wall of Peak 6708 m,
and along the N ridge of Pik Kommunizma; expedition of Krasnodarsk
(no data available, 6B), in August 1971

Routes E and F are most convenient to descend to the glaciers, Bivacnyj and
Belajeva.
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Notes (Heights in brackets are from Soviet literature)

I, Pik Kommunizma (7482 m); 2, Pik Pravdy (6400 m); 3, Ordzonikidze glacier;
4, Pik Rossija (6878, 6852 m); 5, Pik Radiokluba (5815 m); 6, ice plateau; 7, ice
Gruzinski Kuluar; 8, Pik Kujbyseva (6189 m); 9, Pamirskoje Firnovoje Plato
(c 5800-6500 m); 10, Pik Kroska (5854 m); I I, Pik Leningrad (6507 m); 12, Pik
E. Abalakova (6447 m); 13, Fortambek glacier; 14, Pik Kirova (6372 m); IS, Pik
Izvestij (6840 m); 16, Pik Achmadi Donisa (6666 m); 17, Tramplinnyj Lednik
ice-fall; 18, Valtera glacier; 19, Traube glacier.

A transliteration due to the Soviet Academy of Sciences has been used in the
sketch maps and drawings. Explanations; s-sh; c-ch; ch-kh; I-I; je-ye.
The author participated in the Soviet expedition from Woronez to Pik
Kommunizma in 1971.
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